Functionalized nanogels carrying an anticancer microRNA for glioblastoma therapy.
Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) is one of the most aggressive forms of all cancers. The median survival with current standard-of-care radiation and chemotherapy is about 14months. GBM is difficult to treat due to heterogeneity in cancer cell population. MicroRNA-based drugs have rapidly become a vast and burgeoning field due to the ability of a microRNA (miRNA) to target many genes involved in key cellular pathways. However, in vivo delivery of miRNA remains a crucial challenge for its therapeutic success. To bypass this shortcoming, we designed polymeric nanogels (NGs), which are based on a polyglycerol-scaffold, as a new strategy of miRNA delivery for GBM therapy. We focused on miR-34a, which is known for its key role in important oncogenic pathways and its tumor suppression ability in GBM and other cancers. We evaluated the capability of six NG derivatives to complex with miR-34a, neutralize its negative charge and deliver active miRNA to the cell cytoplasm. Human U-87 MG GBM cells treated with our NG-miR-34a nano-polyplexes showed remarkable downregulation of miR-34a target genes, which play key roles in the regulation of apoptosis and cell cycle arrest, and induce inhibition of cells proliferation and migration. Administration of NG-miR-34a nano-polyplexes to human U-87 MG GBM-bearing SCID mice significantly inhibited tumor growth as opposed to treatment with NG-negative control miR polyplex or saline. The comparison between different polyplexes highlighted the key features for the rational design of polymeric delivery systems for oligonucleotides. Taken together, we expect that this new therapeutic approach will pave the way for safe and efficient therapies for GBM.